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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 
In carpenting activities such as shaping and finishing wood and other materials , we 

need to use a machine to speed up the work. The name of the machine is belt sander 

machine. But to do shaping and finishing wood and other materials for tools that are 

not large we can use a smaller belt sander machine. This is because the price of a belt 

sander machine in the market is quite expensive and not affordable with small work to 

be done. So a smaller belt sander machine that is much cheaper than the market price 

are very relevan. A little addition by adding other disc sander machine by using the 

same motor with the belt sander machine and to turn two processes into one machine. 

The expectation is that the final product accomplishes the goal to be affordable and 

small with the reasonable speed rate to the requirements. 
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CHAPTER ONE INTRODUCTION 

 

 
 

1.1 Background of Study 

 
 

Belt sander is a sandpaper machine that consists of a pair of drums that rotate the tape 

sandpaper so that it’s able to smooth the surface effectively. It is also a machine that 

has various functions where it facilitates the work of carpentry and is also one of the 

tools that every carpenter must have. This belt sander machine consists of several 

components, namely the first sanding belt, dc motor, conveyor roller, workbench, 

spring, base, speed controller. 

 
Nowadays, more and more belt sander machines are made but not many 

improvements are made. So, the smaller machine that can reduce the cost is great to 

produce. By putting a disc sander machine that can be used to make a smooth 

finishing at the end of sanding process also a great idea to be use. Sander machines 

play a big role in the manufacture of wooden tools and also metal. So it will be very 

helpful to those who want to do have a perfect smooth sanding besides being able to 

save costs from buying a different machine. 

 
1.2 Problem Statement 

 
 

The problem statement for this project is that nowadays, current developments cause 

more facilities and products that use wood and iron need to use sanding processes, so 

the use of this machine will be even more widespread. The price for the machine is 

quiet expensive and it not worth it to buy two different machine to do sanding process 

despite not worth it to use for smaller product to be done. Other than that, machines 

that available in the market are heavy and bulky. By downsizing the machine and 

combining two processes in one machine it will save various costs such as materials 

used as well as save from buying separate machines. 


